
WETROOM KIT

Installation 
Instructions 

for Timber Floors



Mark the centre of the drain
position.

Nog between joists with 18mm
plyboard to provide sub floor for
sloping board.
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Lift floor boards to determine joist
positions. The drain can also be fitted 
in-line with the joists but will be 
slightly further away from the wall.

Use drain support block as a 
template to mark out the area that
needs to be removed.

Mark area for pipe work access cover
plate, This follows the centre line of
the drain outlet.

Lift sub floor to cut drain support
block and drain access area.
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Connect the screw fit drain part to 
the main drain element.
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UK solvent weld pipe work adapter 
is included in the kit.

Place drain support block into the
floor and support the underneath
with 18mm plyboard. Connect pipe
work, refit sub floor and attach cover
plate.

Using the same drain and cover 
plate profile, cut the sloping board 
to suit .and bond down to sub floor
with C2 flexible cement based
adhesive.

Unfold and press the waterproof
membrane and lap up the walls 
and floor

Trim the excess from the corner joint.
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Apply multipurpose adhesive in the
corners.

Comb the C2 tile adhesive in straight
lines 90 degrees to the drain for
secondary drainage.

Install the floor tiles using the
drain tiling template.

Bed the membrane down onto a tile
adhesive (EN 12004 C2).
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Apply polymer sealant in the 
corners and fit corner pieces.

Bond waterproof membrane to the
shower area with C2 flexible cement
based adhesive and lap up the walls.

The walls can also be waterproofed
with the membrane if desired. Then
install the wall tiles.
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Take the grating out of the drain 
and position the riser blocks to 
raise the frame.
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Position the profile in the grating.Apply silicone around the grate
frame.
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Put the grating in place.
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